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Many times we mentioned in this bulletin that the elements what comes to
us, is the unique way to feed and continue this channel, which as we believe that
it is important to all of us. Many times we said that the news and especially the
short news can not take one page or the bulletin's intention as an initiative matter
or as a priority of our work in this bulletin. And now we repeat it that the articles
which inspire debate or discussion or even useful dialectics is the unique food
which will be fruitful in the future.

Our organization is a young and alone, most of the relevant organizations refuse
to deal or cooperate with us in the justification that our organization is new and
nobody know us. Probably they have some right, but till we put our feet and to
proof to others that we can work and we are able to continue asking our rights.
We have thicken our strengths and to tale our opinions freely and without any
kind of hesitation. As artists we have many problems in this exile, and these
problems can be initiative material to write and discuss a useful matter, and in
the same time it archaizes our life as group in this dry exile. Indeed, we do not
want to be traditional to correspond our members and ask them questions or
inspire them to write or give their opinions.

The EU-man is active organization it has dynamic and clear strategy, it has a big
humanistic aims, in addition to its aims to promote the migrant art and artists
movement and struggling to not allow others to use or to play by migrants artists
as a political or marketing cards. This is a serious matter, it demands a hard work
and conscious appeal to the rights, and I do not think that the fulfillment of this
can be on the individual level or through certain people, but to all of us we have
to exchange opinions about the whole matters related to us, and which is important
to us in this exile. I am very thankful to our college the inventive artist Khalid
Ramadan that sends his marvelous article to us. In fact we saw that the article is
worth to include it with the catalogue (the book what we are making for our
largest exhibition which will be on august in Finland this year) also I would to
thank all our colleges who send their news, very worm well come to our new
members and at the same time I allow my self to use this opportunity to invite
them and all readers to say their opinions and to participate in this bulletin and
say their critic in our young movement which demand support. I hope a good
time with the beautiful summer to all.

Amir Khatib
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ARTIST OF THE ISSUE
Abeer Al Khateb

Abeer Al Khateb is one of the rare artists who give most of his time to the art and the
experiment in art, on different types and technics. He worked and studied visual art, he has
much experience in sculpture, graphic, space works, carpets and photography. He worked
more than three years as a journalist and critic in ALARAB paper published in LONDON,
as well as he presents a many workshops in Holland, in addition he worked as a teacher of
art and history in Amman - Jordan.

Abeer is a serious artist, in continuous research. He believes that art is a pure research - and
the artist one of the most responsible figures on the earth, in front of the society and in front
of him/her self. Abeer has done many exhibitions and has participated in many too, in Iraq,
Jordan, UAE, Holland, England, Spain. He did lay through his exhibitions the fruit of his
research in the old writing "before the history" and the symbolism. Above all he is a poet,
many of his poems are translated to English, Dutch, Russian, Chinese.

YEARNING TO THE RETHEM OF THE ZEKORAE AND THE MAGIC OF THE
NEIL LETTERS - Written by Adnan Hussein Ahmed

The artist Abeer Al Khateb presented a large number of personal and mutual exhibitions,
inside and outside his homeland IRAQ. These exhibitions can be characterised by its artistic
rabes, in its symbolic depth as well as in its interesting research in the unknown or foreign
location. It is appropriate to indicate his experience which started during his studies in
Baghdad fine arts academy, so he prostrated on studying and meditating over the triangle
as an architecture figure, carrying between its three sides philosophical and symbolical
dimensions. He tried with his successive research to go over the sequel shape of the board,
which limited our vision in distances and repeated magnitudes. He relies very much on the
triangle as a symbolic dimension for our existence, which consists of three stages.

His research led him to study the pyramid that basically depends on the triangle. He studied
the mythological signification and dimensions of the triangular shapes in Iraq, Egypt, South
America and China. He studied the shape of the Babylonian ziggurat, the tower that the
Babylonian built in a magical attempt to meet the divine object.

Through this serious artistic research he did discover the importance of the nail letters as a
deep sign, or a very rich linguistic-ism. His deep thinking and philosophical, artistic research
resulted in a suggestion to us to use our old languages, the Sumerian, the Babylonian and
the Akkadian, those nowadays forgotten languages. To evaluate his works we should make
stop on the most important matter, the symbolical dimension on which most of his works
recline. I think it is useful to remember some of his works, so "The story of the one eyed
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king", an expressive picture made in careful design. He thought that the four sequels which
are in the middle of the picture can be a white space and the head of the king, appearing
wearing his crown, looking into the empty space perhaps with one eye - a clever sign to
indicate that this unique leader does not see further than his nose and in one eye! But the
artist surrounds this king with nail letters as if making us face a difficult question: how could
these civilisations bear such a disfigurement that destroys all our civilised symbols? The second
work "Emigration" is a collection of a skilful composition of wood, iron and ropes as well as
oil painting. Abeer could generate spiritual relations telling silently the story of the emigration
that forced people to leave their homeland under unclear circumstances. The migrant abandons
the family, the friends and even the love sometimes, forgets the sunny smile of the city and
the roads, to face the ice in exile. Although he sings the emigration song which has been sung
since the beginning of time, and which will be sung forever. He succeeded to turn the nail
letters into expressive shapes telling about its inner, the magic and the beauty. In another work
treating the same thematic, called "Emigration again", Abeer worked as with a sculpture of the
sun and the moon.

This dualism is an old Sumerian symbol. A lot of artists deal with it, but Abeer tries always to
strengthen the chronical idea of emigration in our mind, this idea which the human had since
the creation. It will live as long as we breathe the air. Abeer improves it by screaming scenes
and protesting, or by singing - which remains a subjective equivalent to the deep sadness. He
did not end up in this symbolic way, but went further to the romantic. This is very clear in his
work "Blue moon" which inspires us the story of the eternal love through the ages, through
the civilizations, on different continents. The blue colour is a sign of innocence to the last of
the pure to the top of the spiritual quietness that our spirits need. This work leads us to the
"Pyramid number 5 " in which the artist collects a large number of symbols. As the blue colour
in the previous works was the sign of the spiritual top, the top of the pyramid is a trial to lead
the look to the gods' meeting point with the one divine object. The sun in its turn is meaningful
as a turn to open time limited by no time. The artist fills some other problematic works with
conscious symbols inspiring the audience a desire to discovery. The work as a total is built
of four small pieces and carries the title of "ALPHA, BETA, DELTA, GAMMA". Through each
piece we reach to a conclusion of the historical progress of the nail letters. The artist gives
variations to each of the four letters, trying to attract us to follow the linguistic progress, creating
a small god for each one of them.

WHO AM I?
Written by: ALI ASSAF

For me the art which I have done, and which I think to do, it will be uncompleted if the
following elements are not available:

1. Signification: the new presentation of the contemporary subjective world of violence
and wars between the people in more than forty countries, the complication of the tough
exile, searching about identity, the increasing number of the immigration from the south
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to the north, killing the innocence people by the fundamentalism, the unbelievable
increase of the globule population and the social and natural disasters what comes as
a consequence, and lastly there is more than three million people infected in HIV and
so on and so on further.

2. The freedom of choice of visual tools: in my works naturally, I choice one tool or
more, in a condition that it should be appropriate with the signification. For instance,
there is a college work, photograph, and writings, performing art, drawings and many
more. For each tool of these, there is an element to implement any work of these, I
choice what is suitable for my signification IN MOST APPROPRIATE STYLE TO FULFILL
these TOOLS.

3. Performing the compensation art idea in its place: the place (space) any place and
depending on the conditions of archeology, and the possibilities which the crucial role
availability to make the style of the performance, often the place become as a base, and
that thing which inspire my imagination and my memory, to build my artistic project.

4. Present to the fourth dimension (movement/time in the visual art): and that dose not
mean necessary what Picasso and OP art have done, but the works of (art povera) and
(conceptual art) and even before them, the Italian who made Siena city in the fourteenth
century. And in the statue of freedom in Baghdad.

5. The successive and joints: I think that a piece of art is many parts and each part has
its own personally and independent, like the pictures in the cinema tape. And my new
art work is a successive to the previous art works, it is like the novel with many chapters.
The reasons that push me to follow this way is:

a. My intention and discoveries to the richness of the pop test, the sponsions,
unorganized and unlogical, for the individual and public level to the middelest
people, they create a visual world and compesition arts belong to the (post
modernism) befor the westren start to think about the worlds that can be seen
in the grave yards of imams, mosks, houses, shops, cofeshops, bazars and buses
and many more, which is pricipitated in my unconciaous and I have in my memory.

b. My consentration to the statue of ferrdom of jawad selim in the earlier of 1967,
it was for the first time in my life I see sculpture and modern statues, I mean an
art work in space, on the air, tow contrasted elements has been put in appropriate
place and in harmony (the bronz and marmar) the harmony between the art and
the architecture, an art work which consest bouth the time and the space.

c. My listening to the lecture of mahmud sabry about his theory of (countam
realism) which existed in the bingeing of the seventees, that was at the Iraqi art
association in Baghdad, through it I could know the relationship between the art
and scientific and modern technology and the intellactualism in art, I could know
the importance of the art research, and inspiring the question and daubting in
the art history and esthatic, and the opinions critics and artists.
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All these has effected my art works, these effects let me be more free when I make an art
work, I go far from the traditions of technic because I feel that traditions in the technic or
the fetters are rols for the market through the galleries and special places for show, which i
did not know them during my studies in Iraq.

These fetters created by the roling class in the renisens time in Italy in the fifteenth senchery
and spread quecly by the rich people after the industrial revolution in whole Europe. This
taboo continues until the appearances of the Dadaism on 1916. Since then a large group
of artists start a revelution to the rest of that stage of fetter and work to improve the relationship
between the art and the society as the cinema art did at that time when they were inspired
by the "pure" realism theory. But the Nazism and the fascism in Italy and the Stalinism in the
former of Soviet Union could annex a number of those artists and use them to be propaganda
tools and to express there idea, and to disperes a large number of others and persecute who
remain. But they could not exterminate all ideologies of the initiative group, those ideologies
which return to the existence after the collapse of those ideologies mentioned before. Its
geographical location enlarged rapidly to incloud contenants far from Europe, thus the young
generation start on the international level, on the sixties up to date, to renew the ideology
of the initiative group, what I consider my self one of them, I work under the "frase" of "esthetic
is ethic and ethic is esthetic" to create alternatives to be closer to the audience and the society
in new technic, and from new places to the performance even to use the contemporary
technology and the communication tools, the internet which 80 million people can use
nowadays to know what the artist wont, and this disappear number of the audience if they
wont or not. Thus it is possible for the artist "this is the first time in the history fortunately"
not only cross the borders to the world but to be far from the official organizations which
isolated the artist and put him/her in the margen role and his/her cultural project and call
them many outcast names, and export their opinions about the world, and the happiness
in the world as an events which tuch the determination of the mankind.

INTERVIEW
Finish Cultural Minister

EU-MAN had the honor to meet the Finish Cultural Minister Mr. Claus Anderson who was
interesting in the work and the idea of our network, and who insist to support it. We
interviewed him and explain the economic situation of our young organization, and we see
that it is important that our members and our public to know what we talk with the Finnish
Minister of culture Mr. Claus Anderson:

Q: What you think about establishing a network like EU-man in Finland?
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A:  Well I think it is very good and important initiative to make a network all over Europe and
perhaps global network, I think it is an important thing because it makes it easies to drive
common interest and rights for artists who live in forgone countries, and now the new
technology makes it possible so, I think it is very good.

Q: EU-man has planned a project of alpha man last year, it is a tour exhibition, we planned
between Finland, Denmark and Holland. But because we could not get any subsidize, so
we postponed it to this year, but they surprise us " the cultural officials" when they gave
us only ten thousand FIM, so what you think about Finnish cultural policy concerning
migrants?

A: To get state money or the municipal money or even private money from private funds from
those projects, it is not easy, because in this country we still live in period of post recession
of economic and the budget is very strict, so we do not have so many possibilities to offered,
at lest not big sums of money outside that is stipulated of the law. And what is stipulated to
give to organizations and have a certain traditions festivals and so on. Of course we have to
fund some of them, for different projects and the difficulties that projects are always ten time
more projects, and the possibilities to give money, so I think the difficulties to get the foot
in the door and to get it open and when you get ten thousand FIM, so it is possible to say
that the state support you so that it is easier to get money from the city and also from the
private funds. so you get an opining, but of course this procedure is quite bureaucratic,
because it goes to certain central commission of art and they ask the meaning from the
committees from different committees in this case I think it should be the committee of music
and offer this process it comes to the ministry and here we try to figure out who we shall
divide the sum of money we have that it is very much. So I do not remember your application
now, but of course for ten thousand FIM it is more symbolic sum of money, perhaps could
help you to get money from other sources that I should like to see you application because
I do not remember it.

Q: Concerning the city we are planning the project in Turku and last year as I mentioned
before, the authorized people let us understand that if we apply for money we can get it
because the project of us is "characteristic and very interest in and good for the city" that
is why we did apply and we were very reliable on their word, but unfortunately we get
nothing and when we met them and we asked them why we could not get money, they
told us that the situation is very difficult in Finland and try to justify the situation only, I
really do not know what happened that they ignore their word, so what you say about this
story.

A: We had a project called KEPPI for five years, that was meant for special cultural activities
and to support the ethnical project and then we had the possibilities, it was 8 million FIM a
year for five years, but it ended last year and we did not get any compensation for that money
so it was easier two years ago, to find money for that. Well I can only say that I shall find out
which official has handle this thing in the ministry and look at your application and see if
there is something we could do still. I think it is normal if we are able to give money to new
project than it is a small sums unfortunately.
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Q: Why there is fund for the associations and there is no fund for the networks?

A: That is because of the bureaucratic is always behind the development some years. And
all idea of networking things, had come up during the last 5 or 7 years. So I think the
bureaucracy not up to date yet, but of course we have discuss this and realize that we have
to give priority to the networks as well as to the traditional organization. But you know if you
have a certain of amount of classical organizations and then you start to give money to others
and you have to take it from the classical organizations and then it makes a lot of protases
and discussions, but, I do not remember if I have seen your application and we could find a
new step, perhaps we could find a sum of money to you.

Q: There is a tradition of bureaucracy that who are rich becoming richer and who are
poor becoming poorer, and why it happen in the cultural field in Finland?

A: Well it is a problem and we discuss this matter in the ministry every week that there is two
different points of view here we support a certain institutions and they need a certain of
money to be able to keep up quality and function. Then there is a question should we try
to support as many as possible with small sums of money or we concentrate on certain
festivals certain theatres certain orchestras. We try to make compromises but of course it is
also important that the institution can function that they can keep up the volume and the
quality of their out come. But if we start to do a policy that you in all instances you take
something away you say well if they can manage with that they can manage with less money
and so on, then you shape the situation where things can not function. we have five bog
festivals in Finland they get about one million FIM or more every year and that because we
think that Pori jazz festival, Savonlinna festival, and other are very important national festivals
and we want to support them quite open handily, then there are two hundred small festivals
apply every year for money and we can give them much less, then they are bitter angry,
because they say why don’t we get it properly we have to think of the contenenty of those
good and big festivals that they have succeeded.

Q: But they have the whole possibility to get sponsors and other things, what about the
new projects?

A: Yes that is, I think today all this business are quite market connected and those who
succeed those who get much many people to come to their activities they are in better
position to get private sponsors money, so it is a hard competition those who had a good
idea, but they succeed to get people interesting they just they can not go on, that is the cruel
law of the capitalistic system.

* Thank you so much sir for this interview and I deeply hope more success to you for your
period as a minister thank you
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